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NOTE FROM THE CO-EDITORS

Former NASA astronaut Dick Covey, a Purdue graduate and previous CEO of United
Space Alliance, has clocked 646 hours in space on multiple space flights. Covey
graduated from Purdue University in 1969 with a Master of Science in Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and began his time as an astronaut ten years later. With four space shuttle
missions under his belt, Covey took to giving his thoughts on the state of space
exploration, operations, and tourism in a post-pandemic world.
The first aspect Covey spoke on was space exploration, or the discovery of parts of the
universe for the first time. There has been a focus on robotically crewed space
expeditions, such as the Mars Perseverance Rover. Additionally, Covey mentioned the
Lucy spacecraft, which is operating off solar power to visit asteroids within Jupiter’s
orbit. He used Lucy as an example of how unpredictable space travel can be; Lucy’s solar
panel array did not launch properly, resulting in NASA attempting to fix the problem to
keep Lucy from returning to Earth. As Covey said, “You’ll never know what’ll go wrong or
what you’ll have to fix.” While space base and robotic space exploration operations have
prospered, human exploration has taken a bit longer. Particularly, Covey discussed
NASA’s Artemis program. Artemis I, an uncrewed Orion spacecraft planned to fly around
the moon, is a test mission for Artemis II, which will send men and women around the
moon as early as 2023. This could lead to “the next man and the first woman” on the
moon as soon as 2024, although Covey is doubtful of this timeline. He described an
abundance of caution regarding sending living beings to the moon, but stated that this
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caution has slowed things down. He said, “There’s always going to be risk riding
rockets.” To close out his talk, Covey spoke on space operation and tourism, mentioning
the imminent Space X launch. Both Space X and NASA are vying to get a crewed mission
around the moon in 2023, and Covey put his money on Space X making it first, speaking
to how effective commercialized and personal space travel initiatives can be. Finally,
Covey quickly addressed the challenges facing space exploration. He mentioned both
the high cost of reaching low Earth orbit or beyond, as well as the difficulties of reaching
the velocities needed to get to space due to the limitations of modern propulsion
systems. Overall, despite the risk of space flight being “nothing more than controlled
explosions,” Covey believes that post-pandemic space exploration is ripe, and will be led
by commercial entities using their own money to get to space, resulting in the market
continuing to grow.
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